We consider function fields of functions of one variable augmented by the binary operation of composition of functions. It is shown that the straightforward axiomatization of this concept allows the introduction of a normal form for expressions denoting elements in such fields. While the description of this normal form seems relatively intuitive, it is surprisingly difficult to prove this fact. We present an algorithm for the normalization of expressions, formulated in the symbolic computer algebra language mathemaGca. This allows us to effectively decide compositional identities in such fields. Examples are given.
Introduction
One of the fundamental questions in symbolic computation is to find normal forms for expressions where certain identities are considered to be valid for these expressions.
Function fields are structures appearing frequently as domains for symbolic computations, one has to think only of the rational functions, elementary functions, special functions etc. . Such function fields satisfy, besides the identities resulting from their property of being a field, additional identities resulting from the properties of the composition operator. These prop erties are known very well, and important contributions to the investigation of spaces equipped with composition as an additional operation were especially made by K. Menger [6] . It now seems natural to ask for normal form algorithms in such spaces, in our case function fields, to be able e.g. to computationally decide the equivalence problem for terms. In the following example let a, F, j be unary function symbols, where addiPermission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Mxhinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. tionally j(Z) = z, for all 8. It is quite straightforward to simplify the term to F(1 + a(~~)) + 1.
But first how do we know that this is the simplest or an otherwise outstanding form af that term and second what to do when the terms get longer and computation by hand gets error prone or even impracticable? For example: does the following expression have a simple equivalent "normal" form:
(1 -t F(l+ a(a2))))(F(a-t 02)(z2 -1) -(F + 1)(a(j2 -I)(t) * (1 -I-o(j * (2 + j))(z -1)))).
(with multiplications indicated by -.) When expressions get a certain size, and as we will see the normal forms can grow exponential in length, the help of computers is unavoidable. With the help of the computer algebra system mathematics we will be able to implement the normal forms for expressions like the ones given above. The goal of the algorithm is to reduce every term to a simple form of which we can show by construction of an appropriate substitution of the function symbols that it is not identical to zero iff the expression itself is nonzero. This form is the desired normal form.
This work is part of a project to develop a system to compute in combinatory analytic structures and languages, e.g. fields or vector spaces with operators appropriate to represent programs. For a short motivation compare with section 6 where the terms of the first of the two examples above are interpreted as programs. Extensions of our algorithm to the case where differentiation (differential fields) or programming constructs like if..then..else are involved were made [l] and are used as a part of a system to compute in combinatory differential fields [3] . The relation E means syntactically equal. The set NT is the set of terms in normal form.
Next we define a language C in which we describe the properties of function fields and for whose terms we intend to construct normal forms. The terms are built up from the individual constants 0, 1 and L, variables ~1,22, ~3 . . .) the field operations +, ., -, -l, and the composition operation o. The predicates are = and const. We characterize the structure of function fields by the following first order theory formulated in the language C, using (T, 7,. . . as metavariables for terms. (Tl+')OU= TlOc7+72OQ,
We introduce different classes of terms.
Definition 4 (Term classes)
Constant Terms Q: Terms built up with the constants 0, 1 and operations +, ., -, -' containing no variables.
Rational Terms R(ul, . . . , uk): Terms built up with the constants 0, 1 and operations +, -, -, -' usingteTmsul,...,uk.
Composition
Terms C(xl, . . . , xk): TemEs built up with the constants 0, 1, L and operations +, '9 -9 -I, o using variables xl,. . . , zk.
Example 1
On these classes we define the following equivalence relations, where we use "t-" to denote provability in firstorder logic with equality.
Definition 5 (Equivalence relations on terms)
Remark.
Hence we have 7 #R u iff AR If T = u and T #c u iff AR U AC If T = u. Our goal will be to construct a normal form function NC under the equivalence relation =c.
Rational Terms
The obvious normal form for Q under =R is given by:
NQ ={f ] p=f(l+l+...+l), q=l+l+... + 1, gcd(p, 57) = 1, P, Q E W.
Similarly for rational terms in the class R(xl, . . . , zk) a class of normal forms under =R (with NP the class of normal forms of polynomials over Z, i.e. normal forms for elements in z[xr, . . . , Xk]) is given by:
. . , Sk) ={; 1 P,!7ENP(xl,...,zk),
Normal forms for polynomials are trivial, one could take the polynomial expanded with equal powers collected and sorted in a canonical order. We want to summarize in the following lemma. To increase the readability we want to use in the following lower case latin letters for rational terms and lower case greek letters for terms in C. Nevertheless the type of a term always wilI be obvious from the context. In the proof% we therefore often suppress argument lists. Lemma 2 For terms 7 E C and t(L, ~1,. . . , zk) E q4mr ---, xm) the following equation holds. t(~,~lr * --, Xk) 0 7 =c t(7, Xl 0 7,. . . , Xk 0 T).
Proof. Induction on the structure of the term t. I
We will use the following obvious properties:
(1) If (T =R T then (T = c r and the contraposition, if u #c r then Q #R 7.
(2) The converse we can only state for c~ E Q. If u E Q and u #R 0 then u #C 0. This property follows immediately from the field axiom -( 1 = 0) and the fact that all constant terms in Q have a normal form in NQ.
The first non-trivial problem is to specify a subclass of composition terms that will serve as normal forms. We propose the following definition. Proof. Induction on the structure of v. Base step. Let v E Vo, v E Zi-Then take u :E zi o T E Vm+l for 7 E T,.
Induction ~,wl,. ..,wz,vloNC(72),.,.,Z)n oNc(72)))
Hence if we take, NC(T) :E NR(t(
we get NC(~) E Tn+m+~. I
Next we want to show, for proving the main theorem later, that 7 #c 0 follows from 7 #R CI for all elements r E T. The following examples indicate that we need to construct for every term T E T a term Q E R(L) and a constant a E Q such that ~1: o a #C 0. They also show that this is not obvious.
Example 2
ForvEVwehavevExioTorvExi. Inboth cases we get by substituting c E Q, c #R 0, fOT xi the desired property VI& #C c #c 0. We construct for every r E T(x) a set ,of equations E, for q G R( ) L and a constant a E Q with the following properties:
(1) (2) if q satisfies the equations E, we have ~1: oa #c 0; there always exists a polynomial q E R(L) satisfying the equations E,.
We introduce now an auxiliary notation for variables. Let CY, p be fixed symbols. With these we construct sets of variable-symbols as follows: Let T E T(x), T = t(L, VI,. . , , vi) E NR(L,v~, . . . , y) with t #R 0. There exists a finite set of equations E, for q, a set of variables V, E B, a set of terms 1, C NR(V,), and a term j, E NR(V,) with the following properties.
(1)
The equations of E, are of the form pi =c q o i, with i E NR(V,) and pi E V,.
For all i E NR(K), appearing as argument of q on the r.h.s. of an equation in E,, we have i E I,.
For j, we have j, # I,, j, E NR(K) and j, #R 0. Furthermore the following equation holds if all equations of E, are satisfied.
We construct E,, V,, IT and j, inductively. Base step. In the case T = t(~, CC) E To take J% := @a =c q 0 aI> v, := ia, PaI I, := (cx}, j, :E t(a,&).
We have to show (3). We used the definitions stated above, the induction hypothesis, the assumption that q E R(L) and repeated application of lemma 2. Furthermore j, #R 0 because t #R 0. Now we proceed as follows. For r #R 0 construct E,, V,, I, and j,. Then define (Remark: i #R j iff i $ j.) With j, #R 0 we see that p #R 0. Therefore we can find rational constants bi,t**-, bik, a for the variables pi,, . . . , pi,,, (Y E V, appearing in p such that pI~~~',~.$~k'> #R 0 . Let p" denote 
Implementation
The implementation of the algorithm. in mathematics is given by the following compact r&-based program, using the full power of the pattern-matching abilities of mathematics [7] . 
